Theoretical Approaches to Byzantine Reception Studies
International Workshop 17–18 Nov 2016
Venue: Kungstenen, Aula Magna

Papers and lectures on ideological, medial and material approaches to the reception of Byzantium.

In cooperation with Literature as a Leading Research Area at Stockholm University, the Humboldt Byzantine Reception Research Network, Uppsala University, and the Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul.

Limited space. For further information and registration for participants without papers, please contact Helena Bodin.

Lectures

Elena Boeck
Director of Byzantine Studies, Dumbarton Oaks

Byzantium’s Two Pasts and Two Paths

Przemyslaw Marciniak
dr hab. prof., University of Silesia in Katowice

Exotic and Oriental – the Reception of Byzantium and the Postcolonial Discourse

Above: The Light of Byzantium by courtesy of the artist Bo Alström, Sigtuna.
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